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The telephone rang and the Real
Ghostbusters jumped out of their chairs.

It had been aboring afternoon. Winston
and Egon were playing “Go Fish.” Peter and
Ray were eating chocolate chip oookies—and
Slimer was trying to snitch the chips!

All of the Real Ghostbusters ran for
the phone, but their secretary, Janine, got
there rst.

“Real Ghostbusters,” she answered. “If it
goes bump in the night, we’l1 make it right!”
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“It’s a haunted house, guys,” said Janine
after hanging up. “And it sounds like the real
thing. Check out this address: Thirteen-
Thirteen Thirteenth Street!”

The four Real Ghostbusters jumped into
Ecto- 1 .

R-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-ooooooooooooo cried Ecto- 1 ’s
siren.
Scsquealed

the tires.
Peter turned the corner sharply and pulled

up in front ofa creepy old mansion. “'I‘here’s a
BIG supernatural force inside,” warned Egon
as his PKEmeter began to beep and click. “And
it’s approaching the door!”
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Smoke started to pour out of Egon’s PKE
meter, and the needle jumped off the scale.
“This is amajor haunting,” said Ray. “No doubt
about it.”

Suddenly, the door of the haunted house
began to CREAK open. The Real Ghostbusters
gripped their neutrona blasters and gritted
their teeth.

when the door was open all the way, Peter’s
eyes bugged out, Winston’s jaw dropped, Ray
swallowed hard and Egon gasped.

Instead of a mean ugly old ghost—there
was a nice little old lady!
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Meanwhile, in Mrs. Rogers’ entry hall,
a big black trunk was dripping gobs of
ecto-slime.

As soon as Ray got there, the top of the
trunk popped open and a stream of spirits,
ghosts and phantoms ew out.

“Thesemust be Wat's evil followers,” said
Ray as he raised his neutrona blaster. Ray’s
shot missed. It made such a huge hole in the
wall that Ray could see Winston, Peter and
Egon in the kitchen.

Things weren’t going well for them either
The refrigerator was blasting snow and ice
cubes! Blue ames were pouring out of the
oven!
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The Real Ghostbusters searched the
haunted house forWat—the ghost behind all
the spooky goings-on.

“Gentlemen, I believe I’ve foundWat!”
shouted Egon. The bedroom closet was making
his PKE meter go wild.

Peter, Ray andWinston wasted no time in
blasting down the closet door. “Yeeeeeee-hah!”
they yelled. “Take that, you slimeball. Eat
protons!”

Suddenly, Peter waved his arms for them to
stop. “There's nothing in there,” he said,
“except for Mrs. Rogers’ dress!"

Egon. “Mrs. Rogers is Wat in disguise!
“Whichcanmeanonlyonething,”said
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All at once, the walls of the house started to
close in on the Real Ghostbusters. Creepy
hands popped out of the wallpaper and started
clutching and grabbing them.

Ray slapped one of the hands on the wrist.
Peter gave a broom and dustpan to two others.
“Here,” he joked. “Make yourself useful!”

With loud creaks and groans, the whole
hauntedmansion started to tilt.

“Wat made this house a trap,” said Egon.
“To catch us!”

“What does he think we are?” wondered
Peter. “Real Ghostbusters or mice?”
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“Let’s make a break for it, guys!” shouted
Peter. The Real Ghostbusters scrambled out of
the haunted house.

“Come to think of it,” said Peter, “we do
look a lot likemice.”

AsWinston ran toward Ecto- 1 , two stone
lions came alive—with bright red eyes—and
charged at him. Peter and Egon zapped the
lions with particle beams and Ray pulled them
into the ghost trap.

“Like I always said,” remarked Peter,
“there's more than one way to skin two cats!”
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The Real Ghostbusters piled into Ecto- 1 .
“Step on it, Peter,” said Egon. “I just

remembered something. Ray, didn’t you take
Mrs. Rogers back to headquarters?”

“Yep.”
“Didn't we decide that Mrs. Rogers was

actuallyWat—leader of the underworld?”
“Yep. S!

“Then doesn't this mean that the biggest,
toughest, meanest spirit of them all has been
roaming around for hours in the same house as
our ecto-containment unit???”

“Yep.D l
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“Either Peter’s coming downwith a nasty

cold, or we've got problems,” said Ray.
“Our only hope,” said Egon, “is to re

particle beams atWat's exact frequency . . . and
separate him from Peter. This could be very
dangerous!”

Egon raised his neutrona blaster. Before he
could re, Slimer gave Peter a swift kick in the
rear. The Real Ghostbusters heard Wat yell
“ouch!”—and Ray was able to pull the evil
ghost out ofPeter’s body and into the trap!

Peter was not really hurt. He was just a
little sore. His hair was still sticking straight
up—until Slimer dabbed a little slime on it and
slicked it down!

“Thanks for everything, Slimer,” said
Peter. “I always did get a real kick out of you.”
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